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Just-In-Time Manufacturing – By Design or By Default

ABSTRACT
Just-In-Time (JIT) manufacturing implementation in small manufacturing companies is often not
a sophisticated exercise, following a series of well-prescribed steps. Instead, JIT implementation
can involve a series of incremental steps, and missteps, before the desired outcome is achieved.
In some cases, JIT is less of a conscious design and more of a default position. This paper will
examine the role of a company’s resource configuration in leading to the use of JIT
manufacturing. The research paper reports on a single case study of a small manufacturer that
altered its resource configuration from a producer – consumer relationship separated by a buffer,
to a simultaneity constraint. The results of the case study show that the removal of the buffer
system increased the manufacturing system’s need for mix flexibility, and the final
implementation required unplanned structural and infrastructural changes to adequately meet
marketing requirements.

1. INTRODUCTION
Just-In-Time (JIT) is a system that focuses on waste reduction and continuous improvement to
achieve operational excellence (Moreira & Alves, 2006). In a manufacturing context, JIT
involves a manufacturing system where the parts needed to complete finished products are
produced or delivered at the assembly site as required (Wafa & Yasin, 1998). JIT manufacturing
is closely related to lean manufacturing: so much so, that researchers such as Womack et al
(1991) appear to use the two terms interchangeably while researchers such as Sánchez and Pérez
(2001), and Pettersen (2009) label JIT as a characteristic of lean manufacturing.

Over the last three decades, hundreds of journal articles have been written on research carried out
in the area of JIT manufacturing. The vast majority of these articles extol the benefits that can be
achieved through the implementation of JIT practices, including increased performances with
respect to manufacturing costs, quality levels, delivery responsiveness and flexibility (Kazazi &
Keller, 1994). On the other hand, a small minority of research articles appears to question the JIT
philosophy; quoting disadvantages such as the system’s inability to cope with internal and
external uncertainties, overstressed workers and uncooperative suppliers (Beard & Butler, 2000).
A number of these disadvantages appear to be the result of real-world constraints to JIT’s
applicability in certain settings, including customer-driven and economic conditions, logistics,
organizational culture and conditions, intractable accounting and finance practices, and small
supplier difficulties (Polito & Watson, 2006).



JIT manufacturing is said to be based on a number of principles. These principles, though
somewhat varied depending on the research focus, almost always list two factors: elimination of
waste and total employee involvement; with researchers sometimes including other factors such
as supplier participation, total quality control and workplace organization (Cheng, 1991;
Aghazadeh, 2004).

One of JIT’s primary building blocks, the elimination of waste, is inextricably linked to
inventory, one of the seven wastes identified by Shigeo Shingo and Taiichi Ohno, early
developers of lean manufacturing and the Toyota Production System (TPS) (Pavnaskar et al,
2003). This research paper focuses on the elimination of one type of inventory, Work-In-
Progress (WIP) inventory. WIP inventory is essentially based on a buffer system, with buffers
being defined by The Association for Operations Management (APICS) as a quantity of material
awaiting further processing.

This paper is a partial report on research that sought to investigate the impact of a change in a
company’s manufacturing resource configuration on manufacturing strategy. The paper firstly
examines the literature which focused on management attitudes and practices and the prescribed
steps used in successful JIT implementation. Secondly, in order to introduce the resource
configuration concept, the paper briefly reviews the literature on resource coordination. Then,
the paper presents a single case study outlining a change in a company’s manufacturing resource
configuration that led to the elimination of one type of WIP inventory. Lastly, the findings of the
case study are discussed to increase our understanding about JIT implementation which, instead
of following a well-defined prescribed approach, occurred as a default result of a resource
configuration change.

2. JIT IMPLEMENTATION
JIT implementation is by no means a simple process and, as such, much research has been
directed towards understanding the factors that enable JIT implementation success. For example,
Zhu et al (1994) argued that JIT implementation is difficult because of the fundamental changes
required in the company’s organizational structure. Similarly, Yasin and Wafa (1996) stated that
‘JIT benefits do not just happen’ (p. 20), and went on to identify factors needed for success,
including the acceptance of JIT as an organizational philosophy, the modification of operating
procedures, production systems and organizational culture. Table 1 shows four other examples of
work that consider the factors needed for successful JIT implementation and illustrates how this
research effort covered a wide range of factors, including management attitudes, philosophies
and practices.

Although each JIT practice is said to provide benefits to manufacturers, there is the contention
that JIT must be implemented as a “total system” or risk the creation of “islands of JIT” (Chong
et al, 2001; Ramarapu et al, p. 40). Conversely, there is the acknowledgement that JIT
implementation does occur in stages: where some companies may choose partial implementation
while others may choose full implementation (Ahmed et al, 1991).

TABLE 1: Factors Needed for Successful JIT Implementation Quoted in the Literature



Wafa & Yasin
(1998)

Swanson &
Lankford (1998) White et al, 1999 Aghazadeh, 2004

Top management
involvement

Company-wide
commitment

Quality circles
Awareness revolution

Proper employee training
Proper materials at the
right time

Total quality control Concepts for workplace
improvement

Logistical planning
system

Supplier relationships
Focused factory Flow manufacturing

Advocated education and
training

Quality Total preventative
maintenance

Standard operations

Accurate demand
forecast

Personnel Reduced set-up times Multi-process handling

Strong working
relationship with vendors

Group technology

Uniformed Workload

Multifunction employees

Kanban

JIT purchasing

JIT implementation requires a high degree of coordination, both with a company’s external
publics and its internal publics. Srinidhi and Tayi (2004) referred to the high degree of
coordination needed with a company’s suppliers to manage the increased delivery times. Further,
Srinidhi and Tayi (2004) referred to the coordination mechanisms required within the company
to manage internal operations that must be effective in order to cope without the safeguard of
inventory buffers.

The following section outlines a number of constructs from coordination theory research that
were used in this research to understand the relationships among manufacturing resources and
the mechanisms used to manage these relationships.

3. Resource Coordination
Resource coordination considers the process of managing dependencies among activities; where
dependencies are the relationships of the actions carried out by an element in a system which can
affect the actions of another element in the system (Malone & Crowston, 1994; Victor &



Blackburn, 1987). In this research, a company’s manufacturing resource configuration outlines
the relationship and layout of resources.

Table 2 shows three types of dependencies commonly found in manufacturing systems: shared
resources, producer – consumer relationships and simultaneity constraints, along with the
coordination mechanisms used to manage these dependencies.

Table 2: Dependencies and Coordination Mechanisms
(Adapted from Frayret et al, 2004)

Dependency Features Coordination Mechanisms

Shared
Resource

Involves organizational resource sharing • Direct communication
• Rules-of-the game to manage

prescribed and forbidden actions
• Market-based pricing and

bidding mechanisms

Producer –
Consumer
Relationship

Links two activities, where the output of
one activity is the input of the second
activity

• Coordination by plan
• Notification, sequencing,

tracking
• Inventory management (e.g. JIT)
• Standardization

Simultaneity
Constraint

Occurs when activities must be carried
simultaneously or when activities are
mutually exclusive and cannot occur at the
same time

• Scheduling
• Synchronization

Coordination is a key theme explored in several research areas, including Organizational Theory,
Operational Research, Management and Computer Science. Coates et al (2000) provided an
expansive, yet simple definition, where coordination was viewed as performing the appropriate
activities, in proper sequence, at the appropriate time, in order to complete a set of tasks.

The following section outlines a case study of the partial implementation of JIT, where one type
of WIP inventory was eliminated in a small food processing manufacturing company.

4. CASE STUDY
This section provides a case study description of a company that will be referred to as ‘ABC
Limited’ and its introduction to JIT manufacturing. This case study is part of a larger study that
focused on manufacturing strategy and resource configuration. The case study was conducted
over 12 months, which spanned the original resource configuration, and the commissioning and
operation of the new resource configuration. Data was collected primarily via semi-structured



interviews conducted with milling and packaging personnel; observations during plant visits; and
production and marketing reports.

The case study report will firstly outline ABC’s manufacturing environment. Secondly, the
report will describe ABC’s original resource configuration called Stage A. Next, the case study
report will present ABC’s final resource configuration called Stage B, which came as a result of
an investment in new manufacturing resources. Stage B considers the initial 3 month-period of
the start-up operations of this new resource configuration. Lastly, the case study report will
provide a discussion relating to the change in ABC’s resource configuration and JIT
implementation.

0. ABC LIMITED – MANUFACTURING ENVIRONMENT
ABC Limited is a small flour manufacturer, established in 1966, and is involved in the
processing and packaging of flour products. ABC produces 10 different flour types, which are
packaged in 9 different flour sizes, under a variety of brand names. ABC’s total product offering
amounts to 37 items.

On a daily basis, the company processes approximately 425 tons of wheat, which leads to the
production of approximately 300 tons of flour over 24 hours. Daily flour packaging requirements
total to approximately 380 tons of flour; where the vast majority of this figure is needed over the
first packaging shift (7:00am – 3:00pm). The flour coming off the mill is referred to as ‘base
flour’, which then requires further processing in the form of flour blending or flour mixing of
two of more base flours; or the addition of additives to create ‘finished flour’, which is flour
ready for packaging.

In 2006, ABC commissioned a new mill, which essentially represented a change in the
company’s flour processing and flour transferring resource configuration (Stage 2). The flour
packaging resources remained essentially unchanged, with the exception of bulk flour deliveries.
Flour packaging is performed on the packaging systems shown below in Table 3.
Table 3: ABC Limited’s Packaging Systems

Packaging System Product Size

Buhler Machine 45 kg, 45.45 kg

Fawema Machine 10 kg

SIG Machine 2 kg

Hayssen Machine 1 kg, 2 lbs, 1 lb

Hayssen Flour Station 1 ton

Bulk Transfer Bulk

0. ABC Limited - Stage 1



In Stage 1, three wheat types (W1, W2 and W3) are processed on two milling sections: Mill A
and Mill B. The base flours coming off the milling sections can take two possible routes:

I. Storage in one of nine base flour storage bins until required for further processing
II. Immediate further processing to create finished flours

The finished flours that are produced by the flour blending systems can also take two possible
routes:

I. Storage in one of eleven finished flour storage bins until required for packaging
II. Immediate transfer to the flour packaging machines

Figure 1 provides a graphical representation of the above description.

Figure 1: Flour Processing and Packaging in Stage 1

0. ABC Limited – Stage 2
In Stage 2, three wheat types (W1, W2 and W3) are processed on one milling section: Mill C.
The base flours coming off the milling section can take two possible routes:

I. Storage in one of twenty base flour storage bins until required for further processing
II. Immediate further processing to create finished flours

The finished flours that are produced by the flour mixer can take one possible route:
I. Immediate transfer to the flour packaging machines

Figure 2 provides a graphical representation of the above description.

Figure 2: Flour Processing and Packaging in Stage 2



0. ABC LIMITED - CASE STUDY RESULTS
In both Stage 1 and Stage 2, ABC Limited demonstrated a significant amount of inventory types:
raw material inventory; work-in-progress (WIP) inventory and finished goods inventory. The
focus of this paper was on the WIP inventory, which consists of the base flour inventory and the
finished flour inventory, stored in the flour storage bins.

The nature of ABC’s manufacturing environment appears to dictate the need for some amount of
WIP inventory. The reason for the need for WIP inventory lies in the producer – consumer
relationship described above in Stage 1 and Stage 2, where the consumer hourly requirements for
flour outstrips the hourly production capacity of the producer resources. For instance, during the
7am – 3pm shift, the flour milling sections can provide approximately 12.5 tons per hour, while
the flour packaging resources require up to 40 tons per hour. As a result, the milling sections
must typically operate 24 hours per day, 7 days per week, in order to have sufficient flour to
meet packaging requirements; while packaging operations primarily operate on the 7am – 3pm
shift, giving the milling sections sufficient time to build up flour for subsequent packaging
operations.

In Stage 1, there is the opportunity to store finished flour prior to packaging, while in Stage 2,
because there are no finished flour inventory bins, finished flour must be produced just as it is
required for packaging. Hence, the finished flour production and flour packaging in Stage 2
represent a simultaneity constraint as described above in Section 3.

In order to adjust to this new resource configuration which essentially forces ABC to engage in
partial JIT implementation, ABC had to alter a number of its manufacturing practices. A number
of these practices are outlined below:

• In Stage 1, flour packaging is largely independent of flour processing activities, where
any of the 10 flour types could be processed and packaged at any given time. In Stage 2,
flour packaging is totally dependent on finished flour processing, since the trigger for the
flour mixer to produce any finished flour is demand from one of the six flour packaging
systems.



• In Stage 1, the flour type packaged on any one packaging station is largely independent
of flour type packaging on any other packaging station. In Stage 2, the packaging of
flour types on the various packaging machines is streamlined as far as possible to
package the same flour types on the various packaging lines. If this streamlining cannot
be accomplished, packaging on one or more packaging line is transferred to the 3pm –
11pm.

5. DISCUSSION
The JIT manufacturing literature speaks of JIT implementation as a deliberate act of adopting a
manufacturing philosophy that focuses primarily on waste elimination through the acquisition or
production of material just as that material is required by internal or external customers. The JIT
manufacturing literature also speaks of a full adoption of the JIT philosophy in order to achieve
successful implementation.

The case study described above, however, fits neither the deliberate act of adoption nor the full
adoption of the JIT philosophy. Instead ABC Limited is an example where, in order to compete
effectively in an increasingly competitive environment, the company purchased and installed a
new manufacturing resource configuration. The design of the new manufacturing resource
configuration was a marked change from the initial resource configuration, which had a number
of WIP buffer systems built in, based on the very nature of the manufacturing environment
where hourly consumer requirements outweighed hourly producer capacity. The design of the
new resource configuration, however, did not include the finished flour WIP buffer system.
Therefore, essentially by a default position, ABC had to adapt to a just-in-time system of
producing finished flour to meet packaging requirements.
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